7th Grade Word List #5

Parent Copy

biscuit  microbe  exempt  confiscate
criminal  country's  bicultural  kangaroos
niche  bribery  concentration  escape
microscope  maneuver  deprivation  bile
benefiting  homemade  epidemic  academy
privilege  reality  coffee  missile
meanwhile  elevations  averse  recognition
cartilage  prosecution  intermittent  individualize
interjection  decaffeinated  briefcase  abnormal
normality  unpleasantness  smog  bewilder
conditioner  complementary  capsize  deceased
corruption  spices  bleak  grimy
reasoning  specialist  citrus  impede
nonchalant  repetition  recede  pamper
vision  commissary  shirk  cater
dismissal  DNA  dependent  presume
eucalyptus  aqueduct  brawl  anonymous
semifinals  advise  headlong  legitimate
platelets  isolated  climax  tenderness
satisfactory  receding  infuriate  hurdle
apprentice  semicircle  authentic  reprimand
multiple  eruption  detach  subtle
gauge  extinguish  resume  bystander
funeral  meteorology  corrupt  intensified
safety  projector  fruitless  addict
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